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Abstract 
 
A web-based, browser access, Field Research Site Register data base has been established to 
create a knowledgebase of the location of field research sites and the measurements undertaken at 
them. It will be accessible by remote access for MLA research managers and contracted 
researchers to use seeking details of field sites associated with current and past research projects.   
 
The Field Research Site Register will enable more efficient management of projects and sharing of 
current research assets between projects for improved efficiency and collaboration of research 
activities and also provide a corporate memory for MLA of passed field research site location and 
activities. 
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Executive Summary 
 
Based on the approval of a prototype developed under project PAST.238, a web-based, browser 
access, Field Research Site Register (the Register) data base has been established to create a 
knowledgebase for MLA Management and contracted researchers to use in identifying where MLA 
funded project field research sites are located and what measurements are undertaken at those 
sites.  
 
The register also automatically creates an archive of field site information (location and 
measurements taken) as projects pass their end dates to incrementally develop an MLA corporate 
memory of past field research activities. 
 
The Field Research Site Register will enable more efficient management of projects and sharing of 
research assets between projects for improved efficiency and collaboration of research activities and 
also review and retrieval of historical site information for strategic use by researchers and research 
managers. 
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1 Background  
Meat and Livestock Australia (MLA) have a requirement for a web-based field research site register 
to consolidate and provide access to information relating the MLA field based research investments. 
 
This project was commissioned to further develop a prototype web-based system in PAST.238 
which would allow researchers and MLA Research Managers to easily share information on field 
site research projects. 
 
This project represents phase two of a two-phase project – Phase 1 was the development of a 
prototype site register. Based on the successful development and acceptance of the prototype, 
phase 2 was commenced to develop a final web-based research site register based on a revised 
detailed briefing provided by MLA (see appendix) 
 
 
2 Project Objectives 

The Consultant will achieve the following objective(s) to MLA's reasonable satisfaction:  

 
1. By 30th December, 2006 construct, test, populate and deliver a fully functional web-based 

field research site register to specifications as provided in writing by MLA. 
 
Note: The contractor, Progressive Business Technologies, completed their task by this date. 
Population of the register with MLA project information and researcher responses was facilitated by 
R J Hannam, Southern Feedbase coordinator MLA consistent with support from MLA administration 
and managers. 
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3 Methodology 
Visual Basic, SQL, HTML, Java Script and ASP programming capability was used to further develop 
the prototype into a finished product with full planned functionality by enable MLA Management have 
access to knowledge on where their field research sites are located, their key features and the 
measurements undertaken at them. 
 
 
4 Results and Discussion 
4.1 Operational Information 

The system is now fully functional and has been tested by Dr Hannam and a range of researchers 
who have reported no technical problems with site functionality. 
 
The site requires that the site administrator, currently Dr Hannam, establish a project file for each 
MLA contracted project that has field research sites as part of their agreed activities. During this 
process a researcher identity is established which define a user name (email address) and 
password (generated by the site administrator) for use by the researcher as log-in details for access 
to their specific project file.  
 
Once the project file has been established, the site administrator sends an email to the researcher 
with their specific log-in details and instructions for them to access their specific project file and enter 
details on site description and the nature of the measurements they undertake at their various field 
sites. There may be several field sites attached to any one project which requires the researcher to 
generate a separate site record for each site. Once these details are entered the project and site 
files are complete and stored in the site register database. 
 
A key feature of the register is that when a project comes to an end and passes its end date, it is 
identified in the database as an “archived” project. This allows the register to incrementally develop 
a corporate knowledgebase of field sites used as part of its research investments. 
 
These projects and sites can then be searched in terms of: 
 
• Project status – current, archive 
• Last name of researcher 
• State 
• Soil type, 
• Annual rainfall 
• Pasture type 
• Animal type 
• Soil measurements 
• Water measurements 
• Pasture measurements 
• Animal measurements 
• Economic measurements 
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There is also a “Quick Find” feature which, by entering the project code, displays information about 
the project and sites details specific to that project. 
 
Once the search is complete, a list of projects that match the search parameters are displayed on 
the report manager page. Selection of any of the sites listed within a project will display a pop-up site 
report that displays all the relevant details associated with the chosen site record. This record can be 
printed. 
 
To assist navigation around the site, tip boxes have been provided. Once the curser is hovered over 
these navigation points in the main menu, a small tip box appears which describes advises on how 
to use that particular function and what it will do. These were designed and entered by Dr Hannam 
in association with Progressive site developers. 
 
It should be emphasised that the field research site register simply describes what is being done, 
and where. It does not allow for attachment of reports, pictures, and research progress logs to be 
stored, nor is it a research database to store raw data gathered. These are some of the 
misunderstandings of purpose that have needed to be clarified among the users of the site register 
so far. These are features that MLA may wish develop in future. 
 
Appendix 9.1 provides some screen shots of the site to provide an impression of appearance and 
function. 
 
Website Design 
 
The website design remains as presented in the prototype. Should MLA wish to enhance the 
appearance and graphic design of the website, Progressive can refer MLA to a competent graphic 
designer if required. 
 
Data Validation 
 
Data validation rules have been created for the site according to specifications. 
 
Database Development 
 
A database design has been undertaken based on the provided material. Tables and fields have 
been created to enable the above mentioned functionality (login, site and soil saving and searching) 
to operate. This was developed based on the precise definition of the required fields by MLA. 
 
Backend Coding 
 
Backend coding joins the website pages to the database and implements business rules. The 
completed backend coding has ensured compliance with the business rules in the specification and 
enabled provision of full functionality. 
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5 Success in Achieving Objectives  
5.1 Success in Achieving Objectives and Next Steps  

5.1.1 Fully functional site completed 

The fully functional version of the Field Research Site Register has been successfully completed 
and tested.  
 
To the extent to which MLA was able to provide project and researcher details, project file fields for 
those MLA projects that have field research sites have been populated on the site register. 
 
All relevant researchers have been communicated with to enter their specific project and site details. 
A high proportion of researchers have successfully accessed the site to enter their project-specific 
details. However, some remain to be completed. This requires the managers of those projects to 
ensure compliance. 
 

5.1.2 Developing and implementing an operational robust site. 

The move from the prototype version to the fully functional version was based on the revised 
specification for the project as described in Appendix 9.2. The specification was developed by Dr 
Hannam in consultation with other MLA managers. 
 
The site was tested by Dr Hannam and has since been verified to be robust through use by 
researchers. Only minor adjustments in layout were required during this process to help site 
administration functions. 
 
The site is currently hosted and maintained at Progressive Business Technologies. Dr Hannam acts 
as the site administrator. 
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6 Impact on Meat and Livestock Industry – now & in five years 
time  

6.1 Future developments   Stage 3 – System Enhancements 

 
Future enhancements are generally a suggested ‘wish list’ of items that would be of value to 
implement to enhance the current version of the site. However these enhancements are not critical 
to the successful operation of the system for the functions for which it was designed.   
 
Some enhancements might include: 
 
Automatic email functionality to/from website 

Auditing changes 

Additional data to be captured 

Automating process for creation of additional data base information fields 

Additional reporting at case and summary level 

Website design change 

Archiving and Knowledge base; copy the site register to an archive format in which sites no longer in 
use are held with capacity to attach research reports and other documents as either MS Word of 
PDF files. 

 
6.2 Impact on Meat and Livestock Industry – now & in five years time  

The impact of this research site register will be through more efficient management and 
collaboration of MLA field based research activities. 
 
 
7 Conclusions and Recommendations  
7.1 Conclusions  

This project has successfully created a valuable field research project database through a browser 
based internet format. It allows for the site to grow incrementally to develop a useful knowledgebase 
of what field research is being and has been conducted and where these sites are/were located from 
among MLA research investments. 
 
The site will allow research managers to monitor where research sites are located and what 
measurements are being undertaken at them. This may facilitate possible sharing of research sites 
between researchers and research projects to attain efficiencies of research investments and 
enhance collaborative efforts in research to attain synergy in research outputs from different but 
similar projects. 
  
The archiving feature of the site allows for MLA to develop a corporate “memory” of field research 
activities over time. 
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The site is largely populated with information relevant to MLA’s existing projects which have field 
research sites attached. 
 
7.2 Recommendations and Options 

Transfer of the site to MLA Management 
 

Currently the site is hosted at Progressive Business Technologies in Adelaide. Going forward, the 
following options are suggested: 
 
• The site to be transferred to the MLA server for the MLA IT section to manage and support. 

Progressive can offer instruction to the MLA staff during this transfer phase and provide 
technical support to ensure the site operates successfully on the MLA systems. This service is 
offered by Progressive at standard time-based consultancy rates and expenses reimbursed.  

 
• The site can continue to be hosted and supported by Progressive Business Technologies for a 

negotiated monthly maintenance and support fee.  
 
• However, the operation and site administration functions would be performed by MLA or their 

nominee. Currently this function is performed by Dr Hannam of R J Hannam & Co Pty Ltd of 
Adelaide in a consultancy role. Alternative arrangements for site administration should be 
negotiated with Dr Hannam directly. 

 
 
 Site Enhancements 
 
• Appearance – the prototype appearance has been retained. Should MLA wish to enhance the 

appearance and presentation of the site, Progressive Business technologies can direct to a 
competent graphic designer to undertake this task. Any services or technical support required 
of Progressive would be charged at standard consultancy rates 

 
• Knowledgebase - The original concept for the field research site register was that during 

design, provision could be made for future enhancements to allow for attachment of reports, 
papers, visuals etc relevant to the project. This was suggested by Dr Hannam as a way for 
archived projects in particular to have appropriate reporting materials available over the web 
and be a way to develop a knowledgebase of MLA research activities and outcomes. Should 
MLA wish to develop this component, Progressive may either negotiate a suitable arrangement 
against a detailed specification or refer MLA to another service provider. 

 
• Further technical/functional enhancements – These have been suggested in 6.1 and 

progress here should be subject to a precise brief being developed to allow for suitable costing 
and proposal preparation. 
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8 Appendices 
8.1 Appendix 1 - Screen Shots 

MLA Site Register Screen Shots 
 

 
 

Login Screen 
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Home Page 
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Project File Registration 
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Researcher Register 
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Site Details Register 
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Site Measurements - Soil  
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Site Measurements - Water 
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Site Measurements - Pasture 
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Site Measurements - Animals 
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Site Measurements - Economic, Modelling and Delivery 
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Project Manager 
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Search and Report Manager 
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Internal Reports 
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Site Reports 
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8.2 Appendix 2 – Project Specification (Developed by R J Hannam) 

 
Introduction 
MLA requires a register of the field-based research sites which are subject to funding by MLA with a 
view to help MLA managers optimize utilization of research assets and for researchers to investigate 
possible sharing of research sites for synergistic outcomes. 
 
In summary the following is required: 

• A browser based capability consistent with MLA visual branding to enable: 
o The hosting of details associated field research sites in MLA funded projects including 

the measurements undertaken at these sites in a suitable database 
o MLA to upload data into specified fields consistent with information in project 

contracts and which cannot be edited by users other than the site administrator 
o Registered researchers (contracted to MLA projects) managing the sites to input 

specified data consistent with the research activity at those sites (may be more than 
one site per project) 

o Free access to the register by any user for searching the database to identify current 
and past (concluded) field research sites to view site reports which describe project 
details and measurements undertaken at those sites.  

• The essential elements required are: 
 
welcome page Contains descriptive information on the purpose of the site and how to use it 

 
Log-in For the MLA site administrator and contracted researchers 

 
Researcher 
profile screen 

For the site administrator to create a researcher profile for new projects and 
allocate passwords to facilitate researcher log-in. 

“enter project” 
screen 

With which the MLA site administrator enters essential information into 
prescribed fields to establish and save each project file in the database. These 
are to include: 
• Project code – this is the key identifier for individual project which will be a 

unique alpha-numeric sequence associated only with that project 
• Project title 
• Research leader – name and email address (important for researcher log-

in) 
• Start and finish dates 
• The above fields are essential but the following fields should also be 

allowed for: 
o Researcher phone number 
o RDC contact – name ad email 
o Purpose and description 

 
“enter new site 
details” screen 

Into which researchers enter site descriptive details associated with each 
project. A single project may have multiple sites, each with a different location. 
Prescribed fields to be completed in each site details record are: 
• Site location – nearest town, state  
• Site features – annual rainfall, soil type 
• The above fields are required but the following should be allowed for: 
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o Experimental overview – a brief description of experimental activity 
o Paddock history – paddock use, fertilizer, and soil ameliorants. 

Allow for repeated entry for each of three years prior to the 
experimental site being established.  

o Latitude/longitude 
 

“site 
measurements” 
screens 

In which researchers check prescribed boxes associated with measurements 
they undertake to describe their on-site activities. Some of these are 
associated with frequency as shown in the definition of fields. There is a series 
of these, each representing site measurement categories – soil, pasture, 
animal, water 

page navigation A logic/system which permits navigation between screens within projects and 
also creates new project files and attending site details records. 
 

Current and 
completed 
projects 

A mechanism to distinguish between active and past projects 

“report manager” which provides: 
• A search function – see functionality 
• List project codes, titles and researcher contact 
• Identify the projects as current or completed 
• Ability to select an item in the list to bring up the chosen project records 

which may be printed 
“quick-find” A feature which, on entry of the project code, brings up the appropriate 

project(s) in the report manager listing. 
 
To achieve this, the following specification has been compiled. 
 
Business Rules: 

1. MLA to create and save a file on the site register for each project by entering a project code 
and other details as described in the definition of fields.  

2. MLA contracted researchers to complete data entry into the specified fields (see definition of 
fields).  

3. Only the nominated MLA site administrator and currently contracted researchers should have 
access to the site to insert and edit field entries. A log-in function restricted to these people is 
required to control access. The site administrator should have access to all site and projects 
records in the register while researchers should have access only to those projects for which 
they are contracted 

4. All other users have free access to search for and retrieve summary reports of the site details 
and measurements undertaken. No registration is required. These users are not able to 
access or edit fields in the register. They can print site reports. 

5. Naming and format conventions are to be determined by the site administrator. 
6. Once projects pass the completion date, site records are to be represented in a completed 

projects list. Links to “current” and “completed” projects to be displayed on the site register 
site in the form of navigation menus. These are to display the same details for sites but 
simply displayed on separate lists. The completed projects need no editing. Visitors are able 
to search either list. 

7. Addition of new fields or changes to existing fields is to be managed via application to the 
site administrator. Inclusions and changes will be approved by MLA and updating the site 
negotiated with Progressive on a fee-for-service basis. 
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Website Design (comment relative the prototype) 

1. For the current purpose screen design is adequate at this time other than: 
 

a. Navigation menus to be used to navigate around the site 
b. The colour scheme to be advised by MLA 
c. Tip boxes are to be used where directed by MLA to provide supporting information to 

help users complete the data entry– mainly associated with major headings on the 
forms. Tip boxes are to be completed by Bob Hannam, MLA coordinator 

d. Separate boxes for researcher and RDC contact first and last names.  
e. Complete coding for measurement forms 
f. Build javascript data validation code 
g. Link database with website 
h. Complete code to retrieve data from database 

 
Database Design 
 

2. Complete database design and build database 
 

Data Validation 
In this version of the site register it is proposed that the site administrator and the researcher will 
enter information directly into the web site database.  Hence data inserted into the web site will not 
be validated against information in pre-existing, separate MLA databases. 
 
For the MLA administrator and establishment of project files: 

• Entry of a new project code should be checked against there being that code pre-existing in 
the site database. 

 
For the researchers and data entry: 

• the project code should be validated against an pre-existing code in the database and the 
last name and email address of the researcher to authorize access 

• For multiple site entries – a new site entry should be checked against a pre-existing location 
identifier (nearest town) for that project code and if so, generate a pop-up instructing to alter 
the location identifier to discriminate. 
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Functionality: 
1. Log-in for the site administrator: 

a. A “Site Administrator” tab on the register navigation menu links to a log-in function 
b. The site administrator logs into the site with username = email address and password 

= (to be determined). 
c. Successful log-in links to a page which has three navigation tabs: 

1) Create new project – see 2. 
2) View active/current projects – links to a list of project codes of registered 

current projects. These are displayed in order of sequence of entry. Select a 
project code to bring up the project file. Select edit to make changes. Select 
delete to delete the file.  

3) View past projects – links to a list of project codes for which the end date is 
passed. These are displayed in order of entry. Select a project code to bring 
up the project file. Select edit or delete as above. 

4) See 5. re current and passed projects 
d. A log out tab navigates to the home page 

2. Creating a new project file/record by the MLA administrator: 
a. Undertaken by the MLA site administrator through an “add a new project” link to the 

enter project details screen. Fields to be entered are described in the definition of 
fields and will be entered manually by MLA.  

b. A preview and save tab is required to create the file, save the details and display (pop 
up box).  

c. An edit function is required to enable fields to be edited.  
d. A delete function is required to delete project files – available only to the site 

administrator 
e. Only the MLA site administrator has access to the project detail records 

3. Editing project files by the MLA administrator: 
a. See 1.c.2) 

4. Creating a researcher profile: 
a. The site administrator creates a researcher profile (p 9) containing last name, project 

code, organization, phone number and email 
b. The site administrator creates a password for the researcher 
c. The site administrator emails the researcher with log-in details (username = email 

address, password = as created by the administrator in the researcher profile  
5. Entering field site information by researchers: 

a. Once a project file has been established and identified by its unique project number 
on the register, researchers can log-in (see 7.) to the site to access the file and 
complete the remaining fields as described in the definition of fields. (See also 
researcher log-in below). The researchers cannot edit the project details entered by 
MLA. 

b. The researchers select the project code number to bring up the “enter site details” 
screen. They can then populate this site’s records and identify the measurements that 
are undertaken at this site by selecting the measurement category tabs in the 
navigation menu and completing the respective templates. 

c. A “create new site record” link is required so that the researcher can add additional 
site records for the same project.  

d. The various sites are to be discriminated by nearest town and state. Where multiple 
sites are located in the same vicinity (same nearest town name) researchers will be 
instructed (via a tip box) to add a discriminating number or word in the location field. 
(Perhaps if within a single project code attempts to create a new site record with the 
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same location identifier (nearest town), an error message should display to indicate 
that this location already exists in the database and instruct on modifying the location 
details? See earlier in data validation). 

e. When each additional site record is created, it copies all the entered information from 
the initial site record and which the researcher is instructed to edit if different from the 
initial record. The site location is to be the key discriminating element between site 
records. 

f. For each site record (site plus measurement details) a preview and save function is 
required to display (pop-up box) the completed site record. “Edit” and “clear” functions 
are also required for each site record.  

g. On the pop-up box preview, an edit function is required to return to the site record 
templates for editing. 

6. Current and past projects: 
a. Current and completed projects are to be distinguished. 
b. A project becomes a past/completed project when the finish date is passed. 
c. Users should be able to search on both current or active sites and completed/past 

sites. 
7. Login for approved researchers: 

a. A “Researcher Log-in” tab on the register navigation menu links to a log-in function 
for contracted researchers.  

b. Approved researchers (for entering and editing data) are to be identified by MLA from 
research project contract schedules and entered into the site register database by the 
MLA site administrator. They will be recognized by matching a project code, their last 
name and email address. 

c. Researcher log-in is required to enter data into the site register or edit site details. 
The site administrator will send the researcher log in details to comprise the 
researcher email address (username) and a password created by the administrator.  

d. With successful log-in navigates to a researcher page (see p 9) with navigation 
features to default list of projects and sites within projects. 

e. Selecting the project code links to the site and measurement detail screens the 
researcher can populate or edit. 

f. A log-off tab logs the researcher out and navigates to the home page.   
8. A “Contact the Site Administrator” link should be included on the navigation menu to bring up 

an email box for communication with the site administrator by email. 
9. Within “Report Manager” the following features are required: 

a. A “search for a site” tab in the navigation menu which takes the user to the search 
function page. See 10 for search criteria. Links to search either current or past project 
sites should be separate. 

b. A “Quick Find” function where entry of the project code will bring up all the records 
associated with that project. 

c. Based on the search criteria chosen a list of projects will appear which display project 
code project title and contact and sites associated with that project which meet the 
search criteria. The essential search function is to search by site and then group by 
project: 
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Project Code Title Contact 

PAST.001 Perennial grass improvement Nie 
Sites Hamilton, VIC  

Badgingarra, WA  
Inverell, NSW  

PAST.235 EverGraze – more $s from perennials Smith 
 Site 1  
 Site 2  
WEED.112 Silver Leaf Nightshade Lemerle 

d. Selection of a site displays the site details in a pop-up box. A close and print tab is 
included. Selection of Print – prints the record for that site which includes the project 
details comment to each site 

e. Site details can be printed one by one at this stage. 
10. Search fields – the following fields should be developed for searching: 

a. Last name of researcher – drop down list box (from researcher profile) 
b. Location 1 – state – drop down list box  
c. Location 2 - nearest town – key word 
d. Soil type - drop down list box (from list in site features - p 11) 
e. Annual rainfall - drop down list box (from list in site features - p 11) 
f. Pasture type - drop down list box (from list in site features – p 11) 
g. Animal type - drop down list box (from list of animals – p 14) 
h. Measurement parameters separated by category (restricted to check box fields): 

1) Soil - drop down list box 
2) Water - drop down list box 
3) Pasture - drop down list box 
4) Animal - drop down list box 

11. Internal reports – The following internal reports are envisaged for reporting in simple tabular 
format: 

a. Number of sites registered at any one time, both current and completed projects 
b. Sites registered per researcher 
c. Sites registered per RDC contact 
d. List of projects, title, researcher contact name, RDC contact name 

 
Testing  

1. Once the site is developed to full functionality, it will be tested by at least 5 people including 
the site administrator, a research manager and Dr Bob Hannam 

2. Based on this pilot testing – problems, suggestions for improvements and new measurement 
parameters will be pooled for consideration and approval by MLA 

3. Progressive will incorporate the approved changes and improvements to the site based on 
agreed costing for changes. For other than fixing site errors or “bugs”, addition of new 
changes and improvements will subject to further costing by Progressive. 

 
Data Entry 

1. Once the site is tested, and errors removed: 
a. Test data will be cleaned from the site 
b. MLA will establish project files 
c. All contracted researchers will be asked by MLA to enter all additional site information 

for each project. This will be coordinated by MLA. 
d. The MLA site administrator will be the point of contact for researchers in this process. 

Dr Bob Hannam will be the backup contact. 
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e. Progressive will be asked to advise MLA on site-register related IT problems that 
arise during this process. 
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Hosting 
1. The site is to be hosted through Progressive Business Technologies until advised otherwise 

by MLA. 
2. Progressive to set up a hosting environment and copy from testing to production environment 

 
Delivery 

1. Delivery will be complete when a fully functional field research site register, complete with 
MLA project and researcher data is populated and the site hosted along with a final report to 
contain: 

a. a summary of the project activities 
b. Comment of the project processes – highlights, challenges 
c. suggestions for improvement 
d.  Conclusions 

 
Liaison – Project Management 
Dr Bob Hannam will be the direct contact with Progressive during the development, testing, data 
entry and delivery of the field research site register. 
 
An initial meeting between Progressive and Dr Hannam should develop a work-plan which allocates 
tasks for MLA and Progressive so that the completion of the project occurs in a timely manner. 
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Site Register Layout 
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Site Appearance – after researcher log in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Creating a researcher profile (by the site administrator) 
 
Select Research Profile in the Administrator navigation menu 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Select a listed name to edit or delete 
 
 
 

Site Register Manager 
Project Site   Add New site 
PAST.001 Wagga NSW   
 Albany WA   
 Hamilton VIC   
 Wagga 2 NSW   
 Tamworth NSW   
PAST.238 Riverton SA   
 Lameroo SA   

Navigation menu 
 
Administrator 
• Log in 
• New project 
• Current projects 
• Past projects 
• Researcher 

profiles 
Contracted 
researchers 
• Log in 
Visitors 
Site search 
• Current sites 
• Past sites 
 
Quick Find: 
Code:  
 
 
Contact administrator 
 

Meat and Livestock Australia 
 

Field Research Site Register 
 

Researcher Navigation Menu 
Welcome Bob Project Site Home Log Out 

When select a project code – navigate to site list for that code. 
 
• Highlight existing site to edit. 
• Add new site – copies all initial site records which are then 

edited by the researcher if different. Instructions by tip box. 

For researcher 
– list of projects 
appears 

Researcher Profile Manager 
Name  Create New Profile 
Allan   
Bellamy   
Christie   
D’head   
Hannam   
Mason   
Simpson   
Zhongnan   

Name   
Project code   
Organisation   
Phone   
Email   
Password  Save 

Name  Edit 
Project code  Save 
Organisation   
Phone   
Email   
Password   
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Definition of Fields 
See below – these are to be refined and confirmed by MLA: 

 
Project details – Enter project screen – MLA create and save project file 

 
Field Details Comments 

Project Code Mandatory, MLA Key identifier 
Project Title Mandatory, MLA MLA  to fill 

   
Research Leader   

Name Mandatory, MLA MLA  to fill 
Organisation   

Phone   
Email Mandatory, MLA MLA  to fill 

RDC Contact   
Name   
Email   

Start/Finish Mandatory, MLA MLA  to fill 
Purpose & Objectives   

   
Save and Preview  Edit  Delete  
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Site Details screens – researchers enters descriptive info for each site 
 Note – there may be several sites for any particular project. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Site Location  Mandatory, researcher Nearest town (freeform), state (drop down) 
  Lat/long 

Experimental Design & 
Management 

 Brief summary of experimental design 
Free form 

Site Features   
Annual rainfall (mm) Mandatory, researcher Drop down 

Select soil type  Mandatory, researcher Drop down 
Pasture type  Drop down 

Paddock History  Allow for three years Prior to project start year 
Year 1   

Paddock use  Drop down 
Fertiliser  Drop down 

Soil ameliorants  Drop down 
Year 2   

Paddock use  Drop down 
Fertiliser  Drop down 

Soil ameliorants  Drop down 
Year 3   

Paddock use  Drop down 
Fertiliser  Drop down 

Soil ameliorants  Drop down 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Lucerne 
• Annual 

Subclover
Pasture 

• Annual 
Grassy 
pasture 

• Perennial 
grass 
pasture 

• Native 
pasture 

• Wheat 
• Barley 
• Oats 
• Pulse 
• Brassica 
• Fallow 
• Forage 
• other 

• None 
• lime 
• gypsum 
• clay 

spread 
• other  

• N 
• P 
• K 
• S 
• Trace elements  
• Other 
Note need to allow 
for multiple 
selections 

• <100 
• 100-150 
• 151-200 
• 201-250 
• 251-300 
• 301-350 
• 351-400 
• 401-450 
• 451-500 
• 501-550 
• 551-600 
• 601-650 
• 651-700 
• 701-750 
• 751-800 
• 801-850 
• 851-900 
• 901-950 
• 951-1000 
• >1000 

• Sand 
• Loamy 

sand 
• Loam 
• Sandy 

clay loam 
• Clay loam 
• Sandy 

clay 
• Clay 
• other 

• Lucerne 
• Annual 

Subclover
Pasture 

• Annual 
Grassy 
pasture 

• Perennial 
grass 
pasture 

• Native 
pasture 

• other 

Save and Preview  Edit  Clear 
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Site Measurement screens -  
 
Site measurements - Soil  

 
Parameter Select 

for yes 
Comments 

Physical  Insert frequency ▼ 
Australian soil classification  Free form, optional  

Colour □   
Texture □   

Bulk density □   
Soil water □   

Dispersion □   
Penetrometer □   

Chemical  Insert frequency ▼ 
pH □   
EC □   

Macronutrients □   
Micronutrients □   

Exchangeable cations □   
Heavy metals □   

Other □   
Biological   Insert frequency ▼ 

Total C □   
Labile C □   

Microbial biomass □   
Microbial activity □   

DNA – soil borne orgs □   
DNA – soil biological function □   

Free living nematodes □   
Other □   

 
 
 

Frequency list: 
• Project start 
• Annually 
• Monthly 
• Weekly 
• Other 
• Project end 

Save   Edit  Clear 
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Site measurements - Water  
 

Parameter Select 
for yes 

Comments 

Salinity □  
Infiltration □  

Run-off □  
Sediment load □  
Water balance □  

Chemical analysis □  

 
 
 
Site Measurements - Pasture  
 

Parameter Select 
for yes 

Comments 

Herbaceous pastures    
Dry matter □ Insert frequency ▼ 

Pasture species □   
Pasture composition □   

Pasture growth □ Insert frequency ▼ 
Ground cover □ Insert frequency ▼ 

Root depth/mass □   
Nutritive value □   

Nutritional metabolites □   
Other □   

Weeds    
Species □   

Other □   
Shrubs and Trees    

Species □   
Root depth/mass □   

Water use □   
Nutritive value □   

Nutritional metabolites □   
Rooting depth □   

Other □   
Chemistry  Insert frequency ▼ 

Feed test □   
Wet chemistry - Fibre (NDF, ADF) □   

Water soluble CHO □   
Other □   

Mineral analysis  Insert frequency ▼ 
Macronutrients □   
Micronutrients □   

Other □   

 

Frequency list: 
• Project start 
• Annually 
• Monthly 
• Weekly 
• Other 
• Project end 

Save   Edit  Clear 
 

Save   Edit  Clear 
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Site Measurements – Animal  
 

Parameter Select 
for yes 

Comments 

Animal    
Animal ▼ Drop down box   

Genotype sire  Free form  
Genotype dam  Free form  

Stocking rate □   
Liveweight □ Insert frequency ▼ 
Fat score □ Insert frequency ▼ 

Condition score □ Insert frequency ▼ 
Wool production □   

Wool test □   
Other □   

Reproduction    
Ovulation □   

Pregnancy scan □   
Other □   

Lambing/calving    
Birth weight □   

Birth date □   
Litter size □   

Survival □   
Autopsy □   

Other □   
Growth and fatness    

Marking weight □   
Weaning weight □   

Fat depth □   
Eye muscle □   
Growth rate □   

Other □   
Finishing    

Slaughter weight □   
Carcass weight □   

Fat depth □   
Meat quality □   

Other □   
Supplementary feeding    

Planned frequency  Free form  
Purpose  Free form  

Type of supplement  Free form  
Feeding value □   

Other □   
Animal health  Insert frequency ▼ 

Blood analysis □   
Faecal egg counts □   
Drench resistance □   

Metabolic disorders □   
Disease status □   

Other □   

 
 
 
 

• Sheep 
• Beef cattle 
• Dairy cattle 
• Goats 
• Other 

Frequency list: 
• Project start 
• Annually 
• Monthly 
• Fortnightly 
• Weekly 
• Daily 
• Other

Save   Edit  Clear 
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Site supporting activities – Economics, modeling, delivery 
 

Parameter Select 
for yes 

Comments 

Economics    
Input costs □   

Returns □   
Profit □   
ROI □   

Gross Margins/head □   
Gross Margins/ha □   

Partial budgets □   
Farm Profit □   

Other □   
Modelling □   

Objective  Free form  
Models used  Free form  

Delivery    
Planned producer engagement  Free form  

Field days □ Insert frequency ▼ 
Demonstration sites □   

Technical forums □ Insert frequency ▼ 
Seminars □ Insert frequency ▼ 

Other  Free form  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Frequency list: 
• 1 per year 
• 2 per year 
• 3 per year 
• 4 per year 
• > 4 per year 
• Project end 
• Other

Save   Edit  Clear 
 


